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EDITOR Is NOTE
The Pi Sigma Alpha Review, edited and published by students at
Brigham Young University, features scholarly essays in the areas of
American Government, Political Philosophy, Justice Administration,
International Relations, Public Policy, and Comparative Politics.
The purpose of The Review is to augment the educational experience
of Brigham Young University students by pro vi ding noteworthy scholarly
work the exposure it deserves. In this way, The Review serves to
stimulate fruitful controversy and enhance the understanding of
intricate issues.
Its format is intended to encourage readers'
reflections and rejoi nders--a healthy exchange of ideas can occur--an
exchange that promotes new lines of communication.
With a forum of student thought, students are encouraged to refine
work initiated in courses, but without the deadlines and constraints
which a semester-1 ong course must impose. Si nee The Review accepts
scholarly and analytic papers at various times throughout the year,
students are free to exhaust the resources of the academic community at
large and to develop their ideas as fully as their interests dictate.
The editors hope that The Review will continue to provide a
distinctive learning experience not often found at the undergraduate
level of higher education.
Becky Snow, President
Kelly Patterson, Editor

SUBMISSION POLICY
Papers a re selected from among those submitted to the
Alpha Writing Contest.
Any student interested in having
published is encouraged to submit his work for consideration.
rules and application forms are available in the Political
Department Office.
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The papers appearing in the Pi Sigma Alpha Review represent the
ideas and sentiments of their authors.
While the Editorial Staff
accepts responsibility for publishing what is found here, t he opinions
and contents of the works are the authors' own.
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